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Abstract

Exercise training confers sustainable protection against ischemia/reperfusion injury. However, the mechanism by which this process occurs is not fully understood. Previously, it was shown that $\beta_3$-adrenergic receptors ($\beta_3$-ARs) play a critical role in regulating the activation of endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) in response to exercise and play a critical role in exercise-mediated cardioprotection. Intriguingly, a deficiency in $\beta_3$-ARs led to increased myocardial injury following exercise training. The purpose of the current study was to determine mechanisms by which $\beta_3$-ARs are linked to eNOS activation and to determine the mechanism responsible for the exacerbated ischemia/reperfusion injury displayed by $\beta_3$-AR deficient ($\beta_3$-AR KO) mice after exercise training. Wild-type ($n = 37$) and $\beta_3$-AR KO ($n = 40$) mice were subjected to voluntary wheel running for 4 weeks. Western blot analysis revealed that neither protein kinase B nor protein kinase A linked $\beta_3$-ARs to eNOS following exercise training. However, analysis revealed a role for AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK). Specifically, exercise training increased the phosphorylation of AMPK in the hearts of wild-type mice, but failed to do so in the hearts of $\beta_3$-AR KO mice. Additional studies revealed that exercise training rendered eNOS less coupled and increased NOS-dependent superoxide levels in $\beta_3$-AR KO mice. Finally, supplementing $\beta_3$-AR KO mice with the eNOS coupler, tetrahydrobiopterin, during the final week of exercise training reduced myocardial infarction. These findings provide important information that exercise training protects the heart in the setting of myocardial ischemia/reperfusion injury by activating and coupling eNOS via the stimulation of a $\beta_3$-AR-AMPK signaling pathway.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Exercise remains one of preventive medicine’s strongest therapeutic approaches, given that it reduces many risk factors related to cardiovascular disease (CVD),\(^3\) confers protection against myocardial infarction in animal models\(^1,5\) and improves survival following myocardial ischemia in humans.\(^6,7\) Despite the well-documented beneficial effects of exercise,\(^8,9\) the signaling mechanisms that mediate these actions have not been fully elucidated.\(^10\) Therefore, continued investigation into the unknown signaling mechanisms of exercise is extremely important given their enormous health care implications.\(^11\) Additionally, understanding how the cardiovascular system adapts to exercise is also important, because in regards to other strategies (i.e., pharmacological preconditioning), exercise appears to be unique in that it can elicit sustainable protection over the course of a long training period and provide protection for days after the cessation of the training period.\(^11\) As such, a better comprehension of the signaling cascades induced by exercise will provide the framework for developing therapeutic strategies designed to treat pathologies such as CVD.

β-adrenergic receptors (β-ARs) belong to a superfamily of G protein coupled-receptors and regulate cardiac structure and function in response to catecholamines.\(^12,13\) Three populations of β-ARs have been cloned and characterized: β\(_1\)-ARs, β\(_2\)-ARs, and β\(_3\)-ARs.\(^14\) The effects of β\(_1\)-ARs and β\(_2\)-ARs are well established both in human and other mammals, as their stimulation produces positive chronotropic and inotropic effects.\(^15,16\) Additionally, targeting β\(_1\)-ARs and β\(_2\)-ARs with pharmacological inhibitors are well-established therapeutic strategies to treat patients with hypertension and heart failure. In regards to stimulation of the β\(_3\)-AR in the cardiovascular system, the exact physiological and pathophysiological role is not fully understood. There is evidence, however, that β\(_3\)-ARs have distinct physiological and pharmacological properties from β\(_1\)-ARs and β\(_2\)-ARs. For instance, the primary cardiovascular role for β\(_3\)-ARs appears to be to act as a “brake” on the sympathetic nervous system.\(^13\) This is based on the evidence that β\(_3\)-ARs are activated at high catecholamine concentrations and produce negative inotropic effects to oppose those of β\(_1\)-ARs and β\(_2\)-ARs.\(^17,18\) This has led to the emergence of the β\(_3\)-AR as a potential target for the treatment of CVD.\(^19\) Specifically, studies using murine models of myocardial injury have reported that mice deficient in β\(_3\)-ARs experience exacerbated remodeling to pressure-induced heart failure,\(^20\) whereas mice with a cardiac-specific overexpression of β\(_3\)-ARs experience attenuated neurohormone-induced hypertrophic remodeling.\(^21\) Additionally, β\(_3\)-AR stimulation with agonists ameliorates acute myocardial ischemia-reperfusion injury.\(^22\)

The cardioprotective effects of β\(_3\)-AR stimulation have been attributed to the activation of endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) and increase in nitric oxide (NO) bioavailability.\(^11\) As such, the localization of β\(_3\)-ARs in the vascular endothelium and their function coupling to eNOS is of particular importance for cardiovascular homeostasis, given the physiological properties of NO. Recently a novel role for β\(_3\)-ARs in exercise-mediated cardioprotection was discovered, as it was found that β\(_3\)-ARs play a critical role in regulating the phosphorylation of eNOS and the generation of NO in response to exercise.\(^23\) More importantly it was shown that a deficiency in β\(_3\)-ARs led to an increase in myocardial injury following exercise training. The exact mechanism by which β\(_3\)-ARs are linked to eNOS activation is not completely understood. Moreover, the mechanism responsible for the exacerbated injury β\(_3\)-AR deficient mice after exercise training is not known. The purpose of this study was to address the exact mechanism by which β\(_3\)-ARs are linked to eNOS activation and the mechanism responsible for the exacerbated ischemia/reperfusion injury in β\(_3\)-AR deficient (β\(_3\)-AR KO) mice after exercise training.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animals**

Two strains of mice were utilized in this study: (1) Male C57BL6/J mice (Jackson Labs, Bar Harbor, ME, USA; 8–10 weeks of age; \(n = 37\)) and (2) male β\(_3\)-AR KO mice (8–10 weeks of age; \(n = 40\)). The generation of β\(_3\)-AR KO has been described previously.\(^24\) All experimental procedures were approved by the Institute for Animal Care and Use Committee at Emory University School of Medicine and conformed to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, published by the National Institutes of Health (NIH Publication No. 86-23, Revised 1996) and with federal and state regulations.

**Exercise training**

Mice were placed in custom designed cages fitted with running wheels (Mini Mitter, Bend, OR, USA) for a period up to 4 weeks. The mice were unrestricted to run as much as they could. Running distances were monitored daily. After the exercise-training period, the running wheel was removed from the cage and the mice were allowed to rest for a 24-hour period before further experimentation was conducted.

**Myocardial ischemia-reperfusion protocol and myocardial injury assessment**

Surgical ligation of the left coronary artery (LCA) and myocardial infarct size determination were performed similar to methods described previously.\(^25\)
Western blot analysis
Whole cell homogenates and western blot analysis was performed as previously described.\textsuperscript{25} Immunoblots were probed with a Super Signal West Dura kit (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA) to visualize signal, followed by exposure to X-ray film (Denville Scientific, Holliston, MA, USA). The film was scanned to make a digital copy and densitometric analysis was performed to calculate relative intensity with ImageJ software from the National Institutes of Health (version 1.40g) using the Rodbard function.

Immunoprecipitation
Heart homogenates were immunoprecipitated with an antibody to eNOS using the Dynabeads\textsuperscript{8} Protein G Co-immunoprecipitation Kit (Thermo Fisher) according to manufacturer’s instructions. The samples were then subjected to standard Western blot techniques and the membranes probed with antibodies to heat shock protein 90 (HSP90), AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK), and eNOS.

eNOS monomer-dimer blots
E NOS monomers and dimers were evaluated using nonboiled lysates and low-temperature sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) as described previously.\textsuperscript{26}

Superoxide and nitric oxide synthase (NOS)-dependent superoxide production
Superoxide content was determined by lucigenin-enhanced luminescence as described previously.\textsuperscript{27} Parallel samples were incubated in the presence and absence of NG-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME). The difference in superoxide production between the two samples represents NOS-dependent production.

Tetrahydrobiopterin (BH\textsubscript{4}) intervention
BH\textsubscript{4} was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). BH\textsubscript{4} was added to the drinking water to provide an approximate dose of 10 mg/kg per day.\textsuperscript{28} To minimize oxidation of BH\textsubscript{4} in the drinking water, 0.04% vitamin C was also added. This prevents BH\textsubscript{4} oxidation for up to 24 hours,\textsuperscript{28} so the water was changed daily. As a vehicle control, all mice not receiving BH\textsubscript{4} received only vitamin C in their drinking water.

Statistical analysis
All the data in this study are expressed as the mean ± SEM. Differences in data between groups were compared using Prism 5 (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) with one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), or two-way ANOVA. For the one-way ANOVA, if a significant variance was found, the Tukey test was used as the post hoc analysis. When we compared data between the wild-type and β\textsubscript{3}-AR KO mice under sedentary and exercise settings, we used a 2-way non-repeated measures ANOVA with a Bonferroni test as the posthoc analysis. In all cases, a P value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant and P-values were two-sided. Sample size estimates were calculated using G*Power software (version 3.1.9.2; Heinrich-Heine University of Dusseldorf, Dusseldorf, Germany).

Results
β\textsubscript{3}-AR does not regulate eNOS via protein kinase B (Akt) in response to exercise.
Initial studies focused on the contribution of Akt. In response to exercise training, the phosphorylation of Akt was significantly increased in the hearts of both Wild-type and β\textsubscript{3}-AR KO mice when compared to hearts collected from their respective sedentary controls (Figure 1A, B). Similarly, the expression of phosphorylated eNOS at serine residue 617 (p-eNOS\textsuperscript{Ser617}) was equally increased in both strains following exercise training (Figure 1C, D). Together this data suggests that the activation of cardiac Akt in response exercise training is not dependent on the β\textsubscript{3}-AR.

β\textsubscript{3}-AR does not regulate eNOS via protein kinase A (PKA) in response to exercise
Next, we evaluated the role of PKA signaling. In response to exercise training, the phosphorylation of cyclic adenosine monophosphate response element binding protein (CREB – a target of PKA) was significantly increased in the hearts of both Wild-type and β\textsubscript{3}-AR KO mice when compared to hearts collected from their respective sedentary controls (Figure 2A, B). Similarly, the expression of phosphorylated eNOS at serine residue 635 (p-eNOS\textsuperscript{Ser635}) was equally increased in both strains following exercise training (Figure 2C, D). Together this data suggests that the activation of cardiac PKA in response exercise training is not dependent on the β\textsubscript{3}-AR.

β\textsubscript{3}-AR regulates eNOS via AMPK in response to exercise
Next, we evaluated the role of AMPK signaling. In response to exercise training, the phosphorylation of AMPK was significantly increased in the hearts of Wild-type mice when compared to hearts collected from Wild-type sedentary control mice (Figure 3A, B). In contrast, exercise training failed to increase the phosphorylation of AMPK in the hearts of β\textsubscript{3}-AR KO mice. Similarly, the expression of phosphorylated eNOS at serine residue 1177 (p-eNOS\textsuperscript{Ser1177}) was only increased in the hearts of Wild-type mice following exercise training (Figure 3C, D).
\(\beta_3\)-AR couples eNOS in response to exercise

eNOS can exist in two states: (1) coupled as a dimer, where it produces NO, and (2) uncoupled as a monomer, where it produces superoxide.\(^2\) In addition to its ability to alter the phosphorylation status of eNOS, AMPK can also influence the coupling of eNOS by promoting its interaction with HSP90.\(^3,\)\(^4\) We found that exercise training did not alter the expression of HSP90 in the hearts of either strain (Figure 4A, B). Exercise training did however induce the interaction between HSP90, AMPK and eNOS in the hearts of Wild-type mice (Figure 4C, D). In contrast, exercise training did not induce the interaction between HSP90, AMPK, and eNOS in the hearts of \(\beta_3\)-AR KO mice. Further analysis revealed that eNOS existed more in the monomeric form (uncoupled) in the hearts of \(\beta_3\)-AR KO mice following exercise training (Figure 5A, B). This was associated with an increase in the production of total and NOS-dependent superoxide (Figure 5C, D). Together, this data suggest that exercise induces the uncoupling of eNOS in the absence of \(\beta_3\)-ARs.

Finally, we sought to determine if the uncoupling of eNOS contributed to the exacerbated myocardial ischemia-reperfusion injury observed in \(\beta_3\)-AR KO mice subjected to exercise training. For these experiments, Wild-type and \(\beta_3\)-AR KO mice were allowed to exercise voluntarily for 4 weeks. A subset of \(\beta_3\)-AR KO mice was given the eNOS coupler, BH4, in their drinking water after 3 weeks of exercise training. This supplementation continued for a week (Figure 6A). After the training period, the exercised mice along with sedentary controls were subjected to 45 minutes of myocardial ischemia followed by 24 hours of reperfusion. Exercise training...
decreased infarct size in Wild-type mice and increased infarct size in β3-AR KO mice when compared to their respective sedentary controls (Figure 6B). BH4 supplementation reduced infarct size in β3-AR KO subjected to exercise training to a size similar to that observed in sedentary mice.

**Discussion**

When β3-ARs were first characterized, they were thought to only mediate metabolic effects in adipocytes. However, recent evidence noting the expression and functional coupling of β3-ARs in cardiovascular tissue, such as the heart and endothelium, has led to the re-examination of their physiological role. For instance, the primary cardiovascular role for β3-ARs appears to be to oppose those of β1- and β2-ARs. This suggests that β3-ARs may serve as endogenous “beta blockers”. Therefore, it is important to understand the consequences of β3-AR signaling in both health and disease. As noted, studies using murine models of myocardial injury have reported that mice deficient in β3-ARs experience exacerbated remodeling to pressure-induced heart failure, whereas mice with a cardiac-specific overexpression of β3-ARs experience attenuated neurohormone-induced hypertrophic remodeling. Additionally, β3-AR stimulation with agonists ameliorates acute myocardial ischemia-reperfusion injury. Together this data indicates that stimulation of the β3-AR is cytoprotective in the setting of cardiac injury. This data also promotes the use and development of selective β-blockers such as Nebivolol which activate the β3-AR and antagonize the β1-AR and β2-AR. Previous findings and the findings for the current study expand on this earlier data and provide a physiological context for the stimulation of the β3-AR.

In a previous study, it was discovered that β3-ARs play a
critical role in regulating the phosphorylation of eNOS and the generation of NO in response to exercise. However, a mechanism was not explored. Moreover, the exact mechanism by which β₃-ARs in general are linked to eNOS activation is not completely understood. There is some evidence from *in vitro* experiments with endothelial cells to suggest that stimulation of the β₃-AR activates eNOS via Akt. Additionally, it is widely accepted that increases in blood flow across the endothelial cell surface are potent stimuli for the production of NO from eNOS. Studies using cultured endothelial cells and isolated blood vessels suggest that shear stress induces a signaling cascade involving Akt, PKA and/or AMPK. Importantly, these kinases appear to act independently of each other, suggesting that if one pathway is compromised the other two can still increase NO. There is also evidence that epinephrine leads to the activation of Akt, PKA, and AMPK under certain conditions. Given that epinephrine stimulates β₃-ARs and is increased in response to exercise, a main purpose of this study was to determine the contribution of each kinase in linking β₃-AR signaling to eNOS phosphorylation in response to exercise training. Our studies revealed that the exercise-induced phosphorylation of AMPK was attenuated in the hearts of β₃-AR KO mice, whereas the exercise-induced phosphorylation of Akt and CREB remained intact. Further, using phosphorylation site-specific antibodies to eNOS, we found that exercise increased the p-eNOSSer635 and p-eNOSSer617 in the absence of the β₃-AR, but failed to alter the p-eNOSSer1177. Given our findings related to Akt, PKA, and AMPK and the evidence that the p-eNOSSer1177 is influenced by all three kinases, we suggest that AMPK is the main regulator of cardiac p-eNOSSer1177 in this mouse model of exercise. An intriguing finding of the previous study was that β₃-AR KO mice subjected to exercise training displayed exacerbated myocardial injury following an ischemic insult. It was predicated that exercise would fail to provide cardioprotection.
in the absence of the β₃-AR, not that exercise would induce injury in its absence. A review of the literature suggested that β₁-AR signaling not only linked to the phosphorylation of eNOS, but also to the coupling of eNOS.²⁰ Specifically, the study by Moens and colleagues²⁰ suggested that the lack of β₃-AR signaling exacerbates cardiac pressure-overload-induced remodeling by enhancing eNOS uncoupling. eNOS uncoupling is a term used to refer to the condition where eNOS exists predominately in a monomeric form.²⁰ In this state, eNOS transfers electrons to oxygen instead of L-arginine resulting in the production of superoxide instead of NO.³⁸ This not only results in a decline in NO bioavailability, but also contributes to the development of oxidative and nitrosative stress. Therefore, the coupling of eNOS is essential to its proper function. Several years ago, HSP90 was shown to be a physiological binding partner and regulator of eNOS activity and NO production.²⁵ Subsequent studies demonstrated that HSP90 binds to eNOS in a manner that promoted eNOS coupling.³⁰,⁴⁰ Conversely, the prevention of this interaction was shown to promote eNOS uncoupling and superoxide production from eNOS. More recently, it was shown that AMPK influenced the coupling of eNOS by promoting its interaction with HSP90.³⁹ Here, we provide the first evidence that in the absence of β₃-AR, the interaction of eNOS, HSP90, and AMPK was lost in response to exercise training. This was associated with an increase in the monomeric form of eNOS and the production of NOS-dependent superoxide. Finally, we found that this uncoupling and subsequent superoxide production was responsible for the enhanced injury observed in the hearts of β₃-AR KO mice following exercise training. Together this suggests that β₃-AR-AMPK signaling is critical for the regulation of eNOS activation and NO production in the setting of exercise training. As such, this evidence provides important insights into the signaling mechanism that links the physiological stimuli of exercise to the coupling and activation of eNOS.

There are a few caveats that need to be noted. First, there is some evidence that stimulation of the β₁-AR activates eNOS via Akt.³² Our findings do not support this signaling cascade, at least in the context of cardiac β₁-AR stimulation and exercise training. The previous study used an in vitro model to evaluate β₁-AR signaling as it pertains to eNOS in cultured endothelial cells.³² Our study examined β₃-AR-eNOS signaling in hearts taken from Wild-type and β₃-AR KO mice subjected to voluntary exercise training. Therefore, the different results could be attributed to the tissue examined or the experimental approach. As such, further work is needed to examine the mechanisms by which β₃-AR stimulation regulates eNOS in different tissue (i.e., heart vs. vasculature). Second, the exact mechanism by which AMPK facilitates the interaction of HSP90 with eNOS is not fully understood. Schulz et al.³¹ suggested that the chaperone function of HSP90 could be regulated by AMPK. However, evidence for this idea has not been tested. Therefore, further studies are needed to determine if this postulate is correct or if other mechanisms are in play.

In summary, the current study provides important information that exercise training protects the heart in the setting of myocardial ischemia/reperfusion injury by activating and coupling eNOS via the stimulation of a β₁-AR-AMPK signaling pathway. Future research will be aimed at further elucidation of the signaling mechanisms, which couple the β₁-AR to AMPK and eNOS.
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